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Getting Started with Qubole Cost Explorer 
 

As part of the Reporting and Insights feature, data is uploaded to the cloud storage bucket. You 

can choose to upload this data to the:  

● Default Location that has already been configured in the account settings 

○ <defloc>/qubole_bi/v1/ 

● Or in the custom cloud storage bucket* 

○ <custom_storage_location>/qubole_bi/v1/ 

*To upload to a custom cloud storage bucket, reach out to your account team.  

 

Notebooks with insights and charts are uploaded to the Example Tab > Qubole BI folder in the 

notebooks workspace.  

 

 
 
Perform the following steps to get started with Qubole Cost Explorer: 

Step 1. Copy the Notebook 
 
Copy the notebook from the location mentioned above (Example Tab > Qubole BI ) and attach 

a specific Spark cluster to run it. The pre-built notebooks are Spark notebooks, and hence 

require a Spark cluster to run them.  



 
 
 

 
 

Step 2. Run the Create Tables and Recover Partition Paragraph 
Every shared notebook has a mandatory first paragraph which is denoted as Create Tables 
and Recover Partition. Run this paragraph before running others as it checks for the presence 



of the relevant Hive tables. If these are not present, the system automatically creates the Hive 

tables using the data available in the cloud storage. The tables are created under the 

Qubole_BI_<Qubole_environment>_<Qubole_Account_Id> schema. 

For more information on the tables, see the Data Dictionary for Insights section.  

As this paragraph creates the tables, ensure that this notebook is first run by users who have 

the relevant permissions to create tables in the Hive Metastore.  

Bootstrap Paragraph for Creating Tables 

First Time Execution 
When this paragraph is executed for the first time, it automatically reads the data available in 

the cloud storage (S3, GCS, etc) and creates Hive tables automatically for self-service 

execution.  

Successive Execution 
When this paragraph is executed for successive analysis, it automatically refreshes the table to 

update with the latest data.  

Bootstrap Paragraphs for Data Cache 
The pre-built notebooks provided by Qubole allow users to analyze the data across different 

dimensions through input fields. To facilitate interactive analytics, the system caches the filtered 

dataset in memory and ties it to the lifecycle of the “Spark Application” that is launched for that 

particular notebook.  

 

 
 
Every time the “Spark Application” is terminated, the data is evicted. As a result, if you try to run 

successive paragraphs, the system throws an error. Qubole recommends running the bootstrap 

paragraph every time you restart the “Spark Application” before running the other paragraphs 

that contain the insights.  

 

 
 



 
  

Table Schema 
Once the bootstrap paragraphs are run, Hive tables are automatically created under the 

<qubole_bi_environment_account_id> Eg: qubole_bi_us_263 schema.  

 

Qubole_bi: Denotes that this schema is related to the Cost Explorer tables.  

Environment: Denotes the environment to which your Qubole deployment belongs to (Eg: us) 

Account_id: Denotes the account_id to which all the data across multiple Qubole accounts are 

consolidated. (Eg: 263) 

 
 

 



Step 3: Schedule the Table Refresh 

As data is uploaded to the cloud storage on a daily basis, you must recover the partitions on a 

daily basis too. This ensures that the table is refreshed and always has the latest data. Qubole 

recommends you schedule this for periodic runs (daily). You can do this in two ways: 

● Using the Recover Partitions - Qubole BI Notebook 
Navigate to Notebook > Example Tab > Qubole BI. Copy the Recover Partitions- Qubole BI 

notebook and schedule it to run on a daily basis.  

Details on “How to Schedule a Notebook”.  

● Scheduling a Custom Command 
Alternatively, you can build your own recover partitions command, and schedule it to run on a 

periodic basis through the Qubole Scheduler or Qubole Airflow. 

 

Scheduling Time 
Data is scheduled to be uploaded to your cloud storage bucket by 2 PM UTC daily. Qubole 

recommends you run the partition recovery after the data upload is completed. This ensures 

that all relevant tables are updated and contain the latest data for any self-service SQL 

analytics.  

 

https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/user-guide/spark/cron-notebook.html
https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/user-guide/data-engineering/scheduler/index.html#qubole-scheduler
https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/user-guide/data-engineering/airflow/introduction-airflow.html#introduction-to-airflow-in-qubole


 

As more insights are available for a particular notebook, Qubole may (periodically) update the 

notebooks with new paragraphs or change existing paragraphs. The latest notebooks are 

available in Notebook > Example Tab > Qubole BI. 
 

Using the Qubole Cost Explorer 
 

Once the tables are created, you can use the existing  

● Pre-built Notebooks or   
● Self-service SQL Analytics using Qubole Hive, Spark and/or Presto.  

Pre-built Notebooks 
These following notebooks have been pre-built by Qubole to help in the self-service analysis of 
Cost Explorer related insights.  

The Recover Partitions - Qubole BI Notebook 
As described above, this notebook can be used to schedule to run on a daily basis, to refresh 

the tables and ensure the latest data is available for Qubole Cost Explorer analysis.  

 

The QCU Notebook 
This notebook provides Qubole Compute Unit (QCU) spend (absolute numbers) at the account 

level as well as the individual cluster level. 

 

QCU Dashboard  
Provides a high-level overview of the overall QCU spend for a given time range and Spot vs 

On-Demand QCU. 



 
 
Distribution Trend 
Provides the monthly Spot vs On-Demand QCU spend trend chart based on the chosen time 

granularity (Monthly, Weekly, Daily).  

 
 
Ec2 Tag Level 
Provides the Spot vs On-Demand QCU at the chosen time granularity (Monthly, Weekly, Daily) 

for a given Custom VM Tag (Ec2, Azure VM, GCP VM). 

 



 
 

Top K Paragraph  
The Top K paragraph ranks the clusters based on the QCU spend for the chosen time range.  

 

The TCO Notebook 
This notebook provides Cloud VM (Ec2$) spend and Spot savings information at the account 

level as well as the individual cluster level. 



How to incorporate discounts for Ec2$ Calculation 

For specific scenarios, where RIs are used or AWS EDP discounts are applicable, you can 
incorporate these discounts into the Ec2$ calculation through the following input: 

 

This discount is applied for all On-Demand nodes, and the TCO (VM$) is adjusted accordingly.  

 

TCO Dashboard 

It provides a high-level overview of the Spot and On-Demand Ec2 $ spend, as well as, the 

overall $ savings due to spot instances.  

 



 
Distribution Trend 
Provides the monthly Spot vs On-Demand VM $ (Ec2) spend trend chart based on the chosen 

time granularity (Monthly, Weekly, Daily).  

 

 

Ec2 Tag Level 
Provides the Spot vs On-Demand Ec2 $ spend at the chosen time granularity (Monthly, Weekly, 

Daily) for a given Custom Ec2 Tag.  

 



 

 

Qubole Cluster Label Level 
Provides the Spot vs On-Demand Ec2 $ spend at the chosen time granularity (Monthly, Weekly, 

Daily) for a given Qubole Cluster Label 

 

Top K Paragraph  

The Top K paragraph ranks the clusters based on the QCU spend across the following dimensions: 

Ec2 $ Spend, Spot Usage (based on node hours), Spot Savings ($$$ saved), Spot Discount (% 

discount with Spot Instances compared to On-Demand) 

 



 

The Top Workloads and Usage Trendline Notebook 

Ranking Top Workloads Using User Defined Tags 

The notebook lets you GROUP and then RANK the unique workloads submitted to the QDS 

platform based on various metadata related to the execution of the workload. For example, if you 

want to know the most frequently executed query for an account, the “TOP QUERIES BY COUNT” 

ranking provides the details. The following is the list of grouping and ranking mechanisms available 

for unique queries in this notebook. 

How are the top workloads grouped? 

QDS extracts a variety of metadata for each command you submit. Commands with similar 

metadata are grouped together to form a query group that is identified by a unique 

similarity_identifier ID . The following are the metadata extracted for any given query:  

● User-Defined Tags: eg: daily_sales, scheduled_2018-08-10T00:00:00  

● User-Defined Name: eg: AnalyzeCartPings  

● Scheduled Job Id: The unique identifier applied for scheduler commands on QDS.  

 

 

 



Normalization of User-Defined Tags  

Some user-defined tags are generated automatically by workflow orchestrators such as Apache 

Airflow. Some of these tags contain runtime information such as the execution_date of the task. 

These can be removed as they change on a day-to-day basis. Qubole tries to identify all the 

run-time information from these tags and normalizes them so that the metadata across query 

runs remains similar.  

 

How are the workloads ranked? 

● Top Queries By QCU 
This provides a ranking of all unique workloads of an account-based upon the sum of QCU 

used by each execution of this workload. 
● Top Queries By Ec2 cost 

This provides a ranking of all unique workloads of an account-based upon the sum of EC2 

cost used by each execution of this workload. 
● Top Queries By Count 

This provides a ranking of all unique workloads of an account-based upon the distinct 

number of times this workload was submitted to QDS. 

● Top Queries By Execution Time 
This provides a ranking of all unique workloads of an account-based upon the average time 

taken to execute each execution of this workload. 

● Top Queries By Vcores/CPU seconds 
This provides a ranking of all unique workloads of an account-based upon the average 

cpu_seconds used for each execution of this workload. 

 

 

 



Trend Analysis of Similar Queries 
This paragraph lists all the individual and unique commands that were grouped using the “Similarity 

Identifier”. Additionally, this paragraph provides detailed metrics of all the individual commands that 

were grouped together. The detailed metrics, along with the individual commands, help in 

debugging, query optimization (for cost or performance), ) anomaly detection (in query execution), 

and trend analysis. This paragraph takes the “Similarity Identifier” as the input that can be fetched 

from the Ranking Top Workloads Using User Defined Tags paragraph. 

Individual Command Runs 
For a given Similarity Identifier, this paragraph provides the details of all the individual commands 

that were grouped under this particular identifier. Any command that is submitted to the clusters 

QDS account (Control Plane) is uniquely tagged with the Query_hist_id. The service provides the 

metadata and detailed metrics of each individual command. 

 

 

Metadata 

Query_hist_id - The unique identifier for that particular command run.  

Status - denotes whether this command was successfully completed. 



Created_at - when that particular command was submitted.  

Duration - the total duration (wall clock time) for command completion.  

Cluster_id - the cluster to which the command was submitted.  

Cluster_instance_id - the cluster_instance to which the command was submitted. 

Cluster_instance_id is a subset of the cluster and uniquely identifies a particular cluster session 

(from cluster_start to cluster_stop). 

Metrics 

● QCU 

● Estimated_cost 

● Vcores/CPU seconds  

● Duration 

The Command Cost Attribution Notebook 

This notebook provides cost (Ec2 $ and QCU) attribution at individual USER and COMMAND levels 

for a given date range. 

Paragraph details 

1. Create tables and recover partitions: Refreshing Data. If you are running this notebook for the 

first time, Qubole recommends you run this paragraph as it executes the hive metastore commands, 

creates the necessary tables, and recovers partitions. 

2. Bootstrap paragraph: This creates a cached data frame from the selected date range and 

filtered account_id. It helps in fast iterative queries in the subsequent paragraphs. 

3. User Attribution: This paragraph helps you slice and dice information. There are multiple 

dimensions to select and deselect the checkbox and filter textboxes. All filter boxes accept 

comma-separated values such as v1, v2, v3. 



 

 

Input 

Break Down By- Provides the ability to produce an output only for certain dimensions. 

For example, to view the cost attribution for all the users who submitted queries against cluster: 

10183, Account: 1001,  

1. Enable the following checkboxes: Account, Cluster, User. 

2. Input 10183 in the Cluster IDs field (accepts multiple comma-separated values) and 

3. 1001 in the field "Account IDs" (accepts multiple comma-separated values) 

To view the cost at an individual Command level, enable the Command checkbox.  

Note: To limit the number of resultset rows returned, use the User Email input 

field to look for a subset of users. 

 

Output 



● qcu: attributed to that particular user/command 

● Ec2_cost: attributed to that particular user/command. 

● %QCU Consumption: qcu attributed to that user/command as a % of the total qcu 

● %Ec2 Consumption: Ec2 $ attributed to that user/command as % of the total ec2 

cost. 

  



Self-Service SQL Analytics 
Users who are interested in ad-hoc insights into the QCE data can also leverage Qubole SQL 

Workbench to query this data using Qubole Quantum (SQL Serverless), Hive, Spark or Presto 

Clusters. The availability of QCE data tables and columns right next to the SQL Composer 

makes it easier to perform any ad-hoc data exploration.  

cluster_node_usage_daily 
Data dictionary:  Data Dictionary for Qubole Cost Explorer 

Things to know:  

1. This is a daily granularity table and captures the Qubole Compute Usage (QCU) 
and estimated_vm_cost($) values corresponding to the usage of each VM/node 
at a daily level.  

a. Note: QCU numbers provided here are for analytical purposes and may 
not match formal accounting/billing data.  

2. The same node can have multiple rows (one per day) if the node runs for multiple 
days. This results in multiple rows for the same vm_id, and if you want to look at 
the total number of unique nodes that were part of a cluster_instance_id, you 
should use a “distinct” function in your SQL. This means in order to calculate the 
total VM $ spent at the node level, you will have to aggregate the 
‘estimated_vm_cost’ at the vm_id level.  
 

For instance, 

 

 

Multiple records returned for a particular node_id 



 
Sample Query 
This section provides some sample queries that can help you get started with the tables that are 

created as part of the Cost Explorer Self Service Analytics.  

 
Total Unique Nodes per Cluster Instance 
Provides the number of nodes that were provisioned as part of a particular cluster instance.  

SELECT count(distinct vm_id) total_records FROM 
<schema_name>.cluster_nodes_usage_daily where cluster_instance_id=? 

 

Total Node Runtime per Cluster Instance   
Provides the total run time of all the VMs that were provisioned as part of a particular cluster 

instance.  

SELECT sum(vm_run_time)/60 node_run_time_mins FROM 
<schema_name>.cluster_nodes_usage_daily where cluster_instance_id=? 

 

The column vm_run_time represents the duration (in seconds) for which node ran on that 

date(event_date). For certain nodes that are spread across multiple days, this column 

represents the daily value and not the total value. To arrive at the total value, use 

aggregate(sum) function.  

 

Total Runtime Per Node 
While Qubole autoscaling charts provide the total number of concurrent running nodes at any 

given point in time in the cluster such as below,  



 

 

You can use the below query to generate a chart of the runtime of each node and 

understand how Qubole autoscaling terminates the nodes frequently when not required. 

This results in different node duration.  

SELECT vm_id, sum(vm_run_time)/60 node_run_time_mins  FROM 
<schema_name>.cluster_nodes_usage_daily where cluster_instance_id=? group by 
1 

 

 

 

 
QCU at the Cluster Instance level 
To derive the QCU consumption at cluster Instance level you can use the below query.  

select sum(qcu) from  <schema_name>.cluster_nodes_usage_daily 



where cluster_instance_id = ? 

 

QCU is normalized across {instance_family and Instance_type}. Whereas VM$ (Ec2$ for 

instance) varies by instance_family (weights - large, xlarge , and family - r3, r4, r5 etc) 

and instance_type (spot, On-demand, Spot-block etc). Machine hours don’t take into 

account the weight of the instance (large, xlarge, 2xlarge etc). As a result, this inhibits 

consumption comparison across different clusters. However, QCU provides a 

mechanism to normalize this consumption.  So in order to understand the actual 

On-Demand vs Spot QCU consumption at the cluster instance-level you can use the 

below query: 

select vm_pricing_type, sum(qcu) from 
<schema_name>.cluster_nodes_usage_daily where 
cluster_instance_id = ? group by 1 

 

Clusters_metadata_daily 

 
Data dictionary:  Data Dictionary for Qubole Cost Explorer 

 
Things to know: 

Qubole clusters are uniquely identified using the Cluster_Id. However, this Id is  

● Numeric Value, which could be difficult to remember 

● Qubole generated, so it doesn’t provide your own business context.  

1. To address this issue, Qubole provides the cluster metadata such as Qubole Cluster 

labels, and Cloud _tags (eg: customer Ec2 Tags for AWS) through the 

clusters_metadata_daily table.  

2. Cluster Labels as Array: 

At any given point in time, there could be one or more labels associated with a 

cluster, and these labels can be moved/deleted.  

● One or More labels: To address this the cluster_label is of Array<String> 

type and contains all the labels associated with the cluster.  

3. Cloud_Tags as a Map {Key: Value}: 

https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/billing/index.html


Unlike Cluster Labels, Custom VM tags (aka Cloud Tags) are two-dimensional 

{Key, value}.  

● One or More Tags: To address this the cluster_label is of map{key, 

value} type, and contains all the custom VM tags associated with the 

cluster.  

 

You can use this table along with the cluster_node_usage_daily table to view the daily cost 

associated with a particular cluster label.  

 

select a.event_date,a.account_id,a.env,a.cluster_label,sum(qcu) as qcu, 
sum(estimated_vm_cost) as `cost($)` 
from(select event_date, account_id, cluster_id, env,explode(cluster_labels) as 
cluster_label 
 from  <schema_name>.clusters_metadata_daily  

where event_date >='2019-12-15' 
and event_date <='2019-12-20' 
and env = 'us') a 

join (select * 
from  <schema_name>.cluster_node_usage_daily  
where event_date >='2019-12-15' 
and event_date <='2019-12-20' 
and env = 'us' ) b on a.event_date = b.event_date and a.env = b.env 

and a.cluster_id = b.cluster_id 
group by a.event_date,a.account_id,a.env,a.cluster_label; 

 

Similarly, to understand the daily cost at the cloud_tag leve, you can use the below query: 

 

select a.event_date,a.account_id,a.env,a.cloud_tags,sum(qcu) as qcu, 
sum(estimated_vm_cost) as `cost($)` 
from(select event_date, account_id, cluster_id, env,concat_ws(':',key,value) as cloud_tags 
from(select event_date, account_id, cluster_id, env,explode(cloud_tags) 

from  <schema_name>.clusters_metadata_daily  
where event_date >='2019-12-15' 
and event_date <='2019-12-20' 
and env = 'us') t ) a 

join (select * 
from  <schema_name>.cluster_node_usage_daily  
where event_date >='2019-12-15' 



and event_date <='2019-12-20' 
and env = 'us' ) b on a.event_date = b.event_date and a.env = b.env and 

a.cluster_id = b.cluster_id 
group by a.event_date,a.account_id,a.env,a.cloud_tags; 

 

command_usage 
This table provides the user and job level cost information.  
 
Data dictionary: Data Dictionary for Qubole Cost Explorer 
 
Things to know: 
It stores the command level usage metrics. For each command, Qubole attributes 
vcore-seconds, QCU and estimated cost ($) in command run. In general, there will be only one 
record per command.  
 
Important:  

1. For Workflow command types or commands with multiple statements, there can be 
multiple sub-commands triggered internally. In such cases, there will be multiple records 
in the table for the same command_id but the engine_identifier will be different for each 
sub-command. The number of records for that command_id will be the same as the 
number of associated sub-commands. Usage metrics and status in these cases will be 
corresponding to each sub-command. To find a command level usage, metrics must be 
aggregated across all the records of that command_id.  

2. Command_id vs engine_identifier: 
a. command_id:  

i. This is a qubole generated command identifier. 
ii. Will be NULL in case of direct commands that are directly submitted to 

clusters or if we are not able to attribute usage of a cluster to any 
command. 

b. engine_identifier:  
i. If the engine type is Tez/Mr/Spark, it will be yarn application_id(identifier 

generated by yarn application). 
ii. If the engine type is Presto or query is of type DDL, it will be 

engine_id(identifier generated by the engine). 
iii. This will be NULL if we are not able to attribute the usage of a cluster to 

any command.  
3. In cases where Qubole is able to attribute usage of a cluster instance to any command, 

there will be a record for that cluster instance for that day with a NULL value for both 



command_id, engine_identifier. User_indentifier in such cases will be ‘idle’. Possible 
reasons for not being able to attribute the usage are: 

a. Unsupported cluster version since cluster has not been restarted for long 
b. Unsupported custom packages on the cluster 
c. Data collection is disabled for qubole 

4. Commands running across day boundary: since command metrics are captured only 
after the command has ended, command record is created for the day on which it ended.  

  

All Commands Report 

Since this table contains all the required metrics of a given command, this can be used as a 

substitute for the “All Commands” report in QDS.  


